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ABSTRACT

Controversy exists over the role of the recent rise in sea surface temperatures (SST) and the frequency
of tropical cyclones or hurricanes. Here, 135 yr of observational records are used to demonstrate how sea
surface temperature, sea level pressure, and cyclone numbers are linked. A novel wavelet-lag coherence
method is used to study cause and effect relations over a large space of time scales, phase lags, and periods.
It is found that SST and cyclones are not merely correlated, but are in a negative feedback loop, where rising
SST causes increased numbers of cyclones, which reduce SST. This is statistically most significant at decadal
and not at longer periods, which is contrary to expectations if long-period natural cycles are important in
driving cyclone numbers. Spatial relationships are examined using phase-aware teleconnections, which at
the dominant decadal period show the in-phase behavior of the Atlantic SST in the Gulf Stream region,
reflecting the role of the transportion of heat northward from the tropical Atlantic. At 5-yr periods there
is significant coherence when SST leads cyclones by 2 yr, and this is associated with tropical ENSO activity
such that, as predicted, increasing numbers of El Niños cause fewer Atlantic cyclones. The pattern of
coherence existing since 1970 strongly favors the decadal coherence band, and despite growing coherence
at higher frequencies, there is none at the 5-yr band, perhaps explaining why the observed sensitivity
between SST and cyclones is larger than that from general circulation model (GCM) predictions and
becoming greater.

1. Introduction

The nature of the link between hurricanes and the
rising global temperatures is controversial (Goldenberg
et al. 2001; Emanuel 2005; Landsea 2005; Landsea et al.
2006; Mann and Emanuel 2006; Elsner 2006) and diffi-
cult to ascertain because hurricanes are rare events at
the statistical tail of the wind speed distribution found
in nature (Landsea 2005; Landsea et al. 2006). Some
authors have claimed that there are too many uncer-
tainties in the observational record to detect any
changes in hurricane frequency (Landsea et al. 2006) or

that those fluctuations may be driven by multidecadal
natural cycles (Goldenberg et al. 2001) or, alternatively,
that they may be driven by global air temperatures
(Emanuel 2005; Elsner 2006). Other studies have high-
lighted the complex problem of predicting hurricane
numbers using synoptic-scale observations (Michaels et
al. 2006) or general circulation model (GCM) simula-
tions (Knutson and Tuleya 2004), concluding that any
dependence of hurricane numbers on anthropogenic
global warming is small and within the uncertainty lim-
its. It is known that weak teleconnections exist between
the Atlantic hurricane source region and the northern
Atlantic (Goldenberg et al. 2001) and tropical Pacific
warm pools (Wang et al. 2006).

However, robust linkages that may imply causal re-
lationships between global sea surface temperature
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(SST), pressure fields, and cyclones have not been es-
tablished. Challenging the identification of such link-
ages are both the uncertainties in long-term observa-
tional records and the need for advanced statistical
methods designed specifically to extract possibly causal
relationships that may be nonstationary and develop
over many years. Here we apply advanced frequency-
domain wavelets to a 135-yr observational record and
demonstrate how SST, sea level pressure (SLP), and
cyclone numbers are linked on different time scales.

2. Data

One way of collecting a long, reasonably reliable
record without the difficulties associated with measur-
ing wind speed is to use the numbers of Atlantic tropi-
cal cyclones per year (TCs), as they are defined simply
as nonfrontal, synoptic-scale cyclones over tropical or
subtropical waters (Jarvinen et al. 1984). We use TC to
represent the cyclone count and the power dissipation
index (PDI) (Emanuel 2005; Landsea 2005), an index of
hurricane destructive power available from 1944 to
2004, are correlated at 0.68. Figure 1 shows the corre-
lation between PDI and TC has varied over time, but
for much of the common period of data the correlation
is significant at the 95% level, with only the period prior
to 1955 showing consistently lower significance. The TC
record from ship observations and later from aircraft
and satellite observations extends back to 1851 (Jarvi-
nen et al. 1984). Ship observations increase in number

backward in time, and the routes traveled were more
varied than today, so although some storms must have
been missed, they were less able to avoid cyclones than
at present. The moving correlation between TC and
PDI (Fig. 1) suggests that we can use TC as a surrogate
with reasonable confidence, though the earlier part of
the record is certainly likely to be less reliable than that
of the postsatellite era. Recent modifications to TC
have been suggested (summarized by Mann et al. 2007);
however, testing our results with the proposed time-
varying bias added to TC makes only very slight differ-
ences to our results. For example, the correlation coef-
ficient between PDI and TC changes from 0.68 to 0.69.
Because there are probably as good reasons to doubt
the “corrections” as the original TC time series (Mann
et al. 2007), we use only the original TC. The long TC
record allows more rigorous significance testing for
long-period variability than analyses that have focused
on the instrumental records available only from the
1940s or later (Emanuel 2005; Michaels et al. 2006).
While this approach seems to work well for the Atlan-
tic, it is less likely to be applicable in areas with less
shipping, so the global record of tropical cyclones may
be more difficult to confidently establish.

We consider the set of SSTs for the Atlantic averaged
over the area 6°–18°N, 20°–60°W, defined as the cy-
clone main development region (MDR), during the
months of August–October (SSTC). We use the Hadley
Centre Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature
(HadISST) data (Rayner et al. 2003), which extend
from 1870 to 2004, though the analyses are not sensitive
to alternative SST reconstructions (e.g., Smith and
Reynolds 2004). Observational evidence supports a link
between the maximum storm wind speed and the maxi-
mum SST along its track in the MDR (Michaels et al.
2006; Wang et al. 2006); the relationship however is
nonstationary and suggestive of various complicating
factors in hurricane development (Michaels et al. 2006),
such as lapse rates, vertical wind shear, and moisture
characteristics. There is a well-established theory (po-
tential intensity) that shows that the thermodynamic
control of tropical cyclone intensity is a function of
the air–sea disequilibrium (which is a function of the
SST) and the ability of this enthalpy extracted from
the ocean to be convected through the troposphere
(Emanuel 1986, 1988). There is, however, no theory
that predicts the number of Atlantic tropical storms as
a function of SST (or potential intensity). GCM simu-
lations suggest that there is a link between rising SST
and the strength of the hurricane maximum wind speed,
such that a 1°C rise in SSTC leads to a 5% increase in
maximum wind speed (Knutson and Tuleya 2004).
However, observations in the Atlantic region suggest

FIG. 1. Correlation between PDI and TC in 10-yr moving win-
dows. The 1% (solid line) and 5% (dotted line) significance levels
are shown.
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that the PDI, which is dominated by the largest storms,
has increased by about 20% °C�1 since 1980, and per-
haps by 10% °C�1 over the twentieth century (Emanuel
2005; Landsea 2005).

3. Methods

In this paper we often refer to “causality,” by which
we really mean Granger causality (Granger 1969;
Elsner 2006). A variable X is said to Granger cause a
variable Y if it can be shown that time series values of
X provide significantly improved predictions of future
values of Y than predictions based on Y alone would.
Ideally, but in practice quite seldom, it is found that one
time series is a useful predictor of the other, but not
vice versa. All of the relationships we find in this paper
exhibit strong Granger causality; that is, the causality
relation applies in only one direction. By this we mean
that only one of the two time series appears to be a
significant predictor of the other; hence, they are stron-
ger tests of causality than the standard Granger causal-
ity test. It is, however, possible that both variables X
and Y may be “caused” by another parameter. The tests
we develop are based on wavelet filtering the time se-
ries and are quite different from Granger causality,
which relies on regression between lagged versions of
two time series.

Wavelet transforms expand time series into time–
frequency space and can therefore find localized inter-
mittent periodicities; wavelet coherence examines lo-
calized correlations in time–frequency space between
two different time series. Wavelet coherence is useful
because relative phase relationships between two time
series over a wide spectrum of temporal scales are pro-
duced (Grinsted et al. 2004; Moore et al. 2006).

We use the continuous wavelet transform (CWT)
with two different wavelets. The idea behind the CWT
is to apply the wavelet as a bandpass filter to the time
series. Here, we use two different wavelet types that
have different properties in time–frequency space. For
broad bandpass-filtering applications, we use the Paul
wavelet of order 4 defined by its Fourier wavelength, �.
The Paul wavelet is not very localized in frequency
space (Torrence and Compo 1998), as it is a broad
bandwidth filter. Thus, it allows signals that are rela-
tively aperiodic to be included in the analysis, and it
also makes the results we show very robust over a large
range of �. In contrast to the broadband, but temporally
narrow, Paul wavelet, the Morlet wavelet provides a
good balance between time and frequency localization
and is a good choice for feature extraction in general
time–frequency domain plots, and so we use it in the
wavelet coherence analysis (Grinsted et al. 2004). The

definition of wavelet coherence closely resembles that
of a traditional correlation coefficient, and it is useful to
think of it as a localized correlation coefficient in time–
frequency space. We apply significance testing by
Monte Carlo methods with a red noise model based on
the autocorrelation functions of the two time series
(Grinsted et al. 2004).

The CWT, WX
n , of a time series X, (xn, n � 1, . . . , N),

with uniform time steps �t, is defined as the convolution
of xn with the scaled and normalized wavelet. The com-
plex argument of WX

n can be interpreted as the phases
of X(�1, . . . , �n). We consider nonlinear interactions
between the two time series that may be chaotic by
analyzing the phase expression of the time series de-
rived with the Paul wavelet. A measure of the coher-
ence between two time series, X, Y, with their respec-
tive phases � and �, is the angle strength of the phase
angle difference between the series, also known as the
mean phase coherence (Mokhov and Smirnov 2006), � :

� �
1
N���

t�1

N

cos	�t � �t
�� ��
t�1

N

sin	�t � �t
�.

	1


This is a measure of the variability in the phase lag
between X and Y. We can search for the optimum rela-
tive phase delay between the two series by lagging one
time series relative to the other by a phase lag, �, in (1).
Inconsistencies in measurement procedures during the
cyclone observational period (Landsea et al. 2006) are
unlikely to introduce coherent systematic changes in
the phase difference. Hence, � is a more robust indica-
tor than simple correlation or linear regression.

The results can be visualized in a two-dimensional
plot of � in period–lag (�–�) space analogous to the
wavelet frequency–time space plot. As a further refine-
ment in the utility of such a plot, we find it useful to
contour the strength of the linear regression of the
wavelet filtered time series as a function of � and �, so
that the color-scale bar corresponds to the value of the
coefficient m in the equation of

WY 	�, t � �
 � m WX	�, t 
. 	2


The data boundaries are considered by computing a
cone of influence (Torrence and Compo 1998), and
data affected are excluded in the computation of � and
m as a function of � and �. The phase relationship over
the range of multiyear to decadal periods was examined
by filtering both time series with Paul wavelets having �
between a high-frequency limit determined by the
Nyquist frequency and a low-frequency cutoff of 40 yr.
The wavelength space was filled with six values of � per
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octave of scale. Significance was calculated by Monte
Carlo methods with 1000 surrogate series pairs having
the same red noise characteristics as the two data series.

Figure 2 illustrates the method using series where the
X is red noise with a first-order autoregressive coeffi-
cient of 0.8, mean of zero and unit variance, and series
Y and equal to 5X plus white noise (zero mean, unit
variance). Then, X is lagged by four time units relative
to Y, so that in our sense Y leads and hence is Granger
causative of X. Figure 2a shows X and Y, and Fig. 2b is
their scatterplot with the linear best fit to the data: Y �
2.4X � 0.5, which fails to capture any important linkage
between the two noisy series. Figure 2c is the wavelet
lag coherence plot showing values of mean phase co-
herence (�) and its 95% confidence interval by the solid
black contour. Note that the arrows points to the right
at a lag of �4 indicating that is when X and Y are in
phase at all �. The lag where the in-phase relation oc-
curs is �4, and the labeling above the negative lag part
of the abscissa (Y→X) denotes that Y predicts X, or
equivalently that Y Granger causes X. Figure 2d plots
the sensitivity, m, in Eq. (2) for the same data. Note
that the value of m is 5 at a lag of �4 for all �, which is
exactly as expected from the construction of X and Y,
and quite different from the simple regression fit. The
value of m varies at all other lags than �4, with a broad-
ening of features at longer � as the absolute value of �

is a smaller fraction of �. Similarly, the direction of the
arrows in Fig. 2c because the angular phase lag repre-
sented by � varies with �. This means that the value of
m will change sign if the lag is longer than half of the
period. To determine which values of m are significant,
we use the confidence interval of � (shown in Figs. 2c
and 2d) as this defines the region of �–� space where
the values of m have true predictive value; plotting the
confidence interval of m would merely show those re-
gions where m was significantly different from 0.

4. Results and discussion

a. Wavelet coherence

The wavelet coherence between SSTC (i.e., August–
October MDR SST) and TC (Fig. 3) shows that before
1910 and since 1970 the dominant coherence has been
at decadal periods. Between 1920 and 1940, coherence
was at about 5-yr periodicities. Between 1910 and 1920
and again between 1940 and 1970, there was little co-
herence and low values of correlation. The phase rela-
tionship indicates that SSTC leads TC, and suggests that
it is temperatures that drive cyclone numbers. The gen-
erally high values of the correlation coefficient between
1920 and 1940 are curious; we have no adequate expla-
nation for the higher values, but note that during the

FIG. 2. (a) Plot of X and Y red noise data. (b) Scatterplot of x
and y data and the linear best fit the data: Y � 2.4X � 0.5.
(c) The wavelet lag coherence plot showing values of mean
phase coherence (�) and its 95% confidence interval (solid black
contour). (d) The sensitivity, m, in Eq. (2) for the same data.
The confidence interval shown is that for �. The arrow notation in
Y → X, etc., denotes that Y leads X in lag space.

FIG. 3. (a) Squared wavelet coherence between SSTC and TC
(red, high values; blue, low values). The 5% significance level
against red noise is shown as a thick contour. The relative phase
relationship is shown as arrows (with in-phase pointing right, an-
tiphase pointing left, and SSTC leading TC by 90° pointing straight
down); the curved lines with no coloring delineate the region
affected by data boundaries (Grinsted et al. 2004). (b) The run-
ning correlation (thin line) and SSTC deviation from its mean
(thick line) with 10-yr windows.
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same time period the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) and the Arctic Oscillation were unusually un-
correlated (Jevrejeva and Moore 2001), suggesting that
the Atlantic sector circulation patterns may have been
reorganizing during this period.

b. Wavelet-lag regressions

We examine more closely the relative phasing of the
SSTC and TC in �–� space (Fig. 4). The dominating
feature in Fig. 4 is the decadal wave structure, espe-
cially at �  0. There is significant coherence when
SSTC leads TC by 0–2 yr at decadal periods. This means
that SSTC can predict TC in the decadal band and from
the regression we see that two to four more cyclones
per degree Celsius are expected. This result is consis-
tent with the relationships Elsner (2006) found between
global air temperatures and PDI, which is an integrated
measure of storm activity and intensity. The region of
significance in Fig. 4 where TC leads SSTC contains
both positive and negative values of m where the lag
goes through a complete cycle of �. We do not consider
this convincing evidence for TC predicting SSTC as
there is no consistent positive or negative value of m,

but it is perhaps suggestive of a more complex interac-
tion between the two series that we investigate next.
Figure 4 also shows the �–� plot of TC against the time
derivative of SSTC (dSSTC); when TC is leading, there
is a tendency to lower SSTC, at lags of less than 5 yr for
decadal cycles. There is also a significant positive value
of m for positive lags, and zero m at a lag of 0. The plot
is therefore quite different from the left-hand panel in
Fig. 4. Taken together these features are evidence for a
negative feedback loop between SSTC and TC,
whereby increasing SSTC raises TC, but this then leads
to lower dSSTC, hence slowing the rise of SSTC.

Although SSTC and TC are positively correlated at
all scales, at long periods, which should be related to
the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (AMO), there is
no significant region of �, which indicates that there is
no causative relationship between AMO-driven SSTC

and TC. This is consistent with the discussion in the
previous paragraph, and with the idea that global tem-
peratures drive PDI and TC (Mann and Emanuel 2006;
Elsner 2006). This also contradicts the suggestion
(Goldenberg et al. 2001) that long-period Atlantic cy-
clicity is a significant hurricane forcing mechanism. The
95% significant area of � at � of 5 yr has negative values
of m, implying that higher SSTC causes fewer tropical
cyclones on these scales, in contrast with the decadal
period results.

FIG. 5. Phase-aware teleconnections between TC and global
SST, with arrow directions as in Fig. 3, and 95% significant areas
outlined in gray at (a) 5-yr and (b) decadal periods.

FIG. 4. (a) The TC sensitivity on SSTC (m, in number per °C on
color bar) as a function of Paul wavelet filtered period (�) and
phase lag (�); contours and arrows as in Fig. 2. (b) As in the (a),
but with TC and the d SSTC.
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c. Phase-aware teleconnections

We next consider teleconnections between TC and
the global SST and SLP fields. The phase coherence (�)
and the average relative phase between SST in a grid
cell and the Paul wavelet filtered (at Fourier wave-
length �) TC are calculated. In this way we plot regions
of significant coherence (defined by �) and the relative
lag (defined as an angle) within these regions. Figure 5
shows the phase-aware teleconnection pattern with
� � 5 and 10 yr between the TC signal and the global
SST field (taken from Smith and Reynolds 2004). The
arrows indicate the relative phase angle and the heavy
black lines the regions where � is significant. The differ-
ence between the two �s is very clear, with the tropical
regions generally being in phase and highly significant
at 5-yr periodicity, while it is small extratropical areas
that are significant (and in phase) at decadal periods.

Figure 6 shows the phase-aware teleconnections be-
tween TC and global SLP (Allan and Ansell 2006).
Note the tropical significant region for the 5-yr filtered
signals. The significant region for decadal signals is
both the MDR and the North Atlantic. We searched for
an external driver for the decadal variability by exam-
ining coherence during intervals when decadal period-
icity was strong (1870–1900 and 1970–2005), between
TC and the Southern Oscillation index (Ropelewski
and Jones 1987) (yearly and October–December val-

ues), the NAO (Jones et al. 1997), the Indian Ocean
dipole [information online at http://www.jamstec.go.jp/
frsgc/research/d1/iod/], the Pacific decadal oscilla-
tion (Zhang et al. 1997), the global SST (Smith and
Reynolds 2004), and the sunspot number (information
online at http://sidc.oma.be/DATA/monthssn.dat).
None gave a common coherence in the 10-yr band. As
there are no correlations between the obvious candi-
dates for external forcing of TC, the notion that the
linkages and phase relationships found for TC with SST
and SLP do indeed represent a causative relationship in
the more general meaning than purely Granger causal-
ity appears to be convincing.

d. 5-yr variability

Because the 5-yr teleconnection appears to have an
ENSO-like pattern, we show the �, � plot for tropical
Pacific SST [we use Niño-3 (Kaplan et al. 1998), No-
vember–December anomalies as they are most decisive
(Wang et al. 2006)]. There is significant � between TC
and Niño-3 at � of 5 yr (Fig. 7); the relationship
between SSTC and Niño-3 is much less pronounced
(Fig. 7b) and has very low values of m. This suggests a
nonoceanic teleconnection, likely relying on an atmo-

FIG. 6. Phase-aware teleconnections between TC and global
SLP, with arrow directions as in Fig. 3, and 95% significant areas
outlined in gray at (a) 5-yr and (b) decadal periods.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4 but for (a) TC sensitivity on Niño-3
(November–December) and for (b) Niño-3 (November–
December) sensitivity on SSTC.
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spheric bridge such as precipitation or wave propaga-
tion as supported by the SLP TC relationship (Fig. 6).
An atmospheric bridge would probably require short
phase lags, on the order of months, which is consistent
with the lower end of the observed phase lag range of
0–2 yr (Fig. 4).

Tsonis et al. (2005) showed that global warming
likely leads to an increased frequency of El Niño. Wang
et al. (2006) conclude that an increase in Atlantic hur-
ricane activity requires a decrease of SLP and increases
in atmospheric convection and cloudiness, which corre-
sponds to a weak tropospheric vertical wind shear
and a deep warm upper ocean. El Niño is associated
with low air pressure over the central and eastern
Pacific Ocean, and from the TC–SLP 5-yr map, this
corresponds to an increase in SLP over the Atlantic
MDR region. This is consistent with m  0 in Fig. 4 for
� � 5 yr, indicating that increasing the frequency of El
Niño conditions tends to reduce the Atlantic TC count.
However, recent decades are marked by TC SSTC co-
herence at decadal and at 2–3-yr periods, but not in the
5-yr band (Fig. 3), as may be expected with the increas-
ing frequency of El Niño over the last 40 yr (Tsonis et
al. 2005). We can speculate on two possible explana-
tions that can reconcile these results: first, the relative
frequencies of La Niña and El Niño were similar be-
tween 1930 and 1970 when global temperature rise was
small (Tsonis et al. 2005)¸ and second that the dominant
low-frequency period of ENSO shifted from 3–4 yr be-
fore 1910, to 4–7 yr between 1910 and 1960, and back
to about 3 yr since the 1960s (Wang and Wang 1996;
Moron et al. 1998). Hence, we can surmise that the
connection between Atlantic cyclones and the tropical
Pacific depends fundamentally on the specific mode of
the ENSO dynamics.

e. Decadal variability

Figure 5 shows that on decadal scales TC is associ-
ated with SST variations over the Atlantic Gulf Stream
and North Atlantic Drift region. Meandering of the
Gulf Stream and variations in the northward transport
of heat have been associated (Dijkstra and Ghil 2005)
with 7.8-yr periodicity in the NAO; however, we find no
coherence between TC and NAO. The Atlantic and
Gulf Stream properties appear to have decadal to multi-
decadal periodicity (Dijkstra and Ghil 2005; Bryden et
al. 2005; Moses et al. 2006). High-frequency atmo-
spheric forcing can lead to a low-frequency response in
the coupled atmosphere–ocean system; moreover, feed-
backs between the ocean and atmosphere may act in
concert to amplify perturbations (Dijkstra and Ghil
2005). The effects of global warming on the meridional
ocean heat transport are still poorly understood; how-

ever, the latest results (Bryden et al. 2005) suggest that
more of the northward Gulf Stream flow was recircu-
lating back southward than prior to the 1990s, and that
northward heat transport across 25°N has dropped by
30% since 1990; hence, an increase in temperature over
the MDR is likely. Also supporting this is the observa-
tion that decadal-scale SST oscillations do exhibit a di-
pole pattern between the North Atlantic Drift and Ba-
hamas regions (Moron et al. 1998). From Fig. 4 we see
that decadal power is associated with m � 0 and that
increasing SSTC corresponds to more TCs. Thus, if
global warming is responsible for both raising SSTC

(Elsner 2006) and also reducing the efficiency of heat
removal from the MDR via the Gulf Stream, then we
would expect to see what is shown in Fig. 3: That the
present is marked by strong coherence in the decadal
period range.

In contrast with recent decades, the 1920–40 period
was marked by coherence in the 5-yr scales and not at
decadal ones, and with much less sensitivity between
SSTC and TC. This would account for the nonstation-
arity found in analyzing high-resolution records of
SSTC and storm events that do not take into account
the long-period feedback mechanisms that become ap-
parent on multiyear and decadal scales. The recently
observed increasing correlation between SSTC and TC
(Fig. 3) reflects the dominance of the decadal (Gulf
Stream) mechanism and the weakness of the 5-yr
(tropical atmospheric) mechanism.

5. Conclusions

Earlier work has identified statistical relationships
between ENSO and Atlantic tropical cyclone genesis
(Gray 1984), but there is no governing theory for long-
term behavior. Here, we provide an analysis of the re-
lationships between SST and storm count, which is a nec-
essary step to understanding if a physical control exists.

Here, we introduce a novel method of analyzing time
series relationships based on wavelets. The method has
advantages over traditional regression or correlation
analysis, most clearly in the case where one time series
is lagged relative to the other. If we define causality to
mean that significant predictions of a time series can be
made knowing another time series (i.e., Granger cau-
sality), then we have shown that there is a causality link
between tropical Atlantic SSTs and cyclone numbers.

Furthermore, we demonstrate that the August–
October MDR SST and tropical cyclone numbers ap-
pear to be in a negative feedback loop on decadal time
scales where rising SSTC leads to rising TC (with a
sensitivity of two to four per degree Celsius), and that
rising TC causes a decrease in the rate of increase of
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SSTC. There are clear links on 5-yr periods between TC
and ENSO activity, which appear to operate via an
atmospheric rather than an oceanic SST bridge. This
result is apparently confirmed by phase-aware tele-
connections in the global SST and SLP fields, and is
consistent with earlier findings that the increasing fre-
quency of El Niño tends to reduce TC. However, on
decadal time scales we find a link between TC and SST
in the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Drift region.
The nature of this link is such that a decrease in heat
transport northward leads to rising TC. The observed
decrease in northward heat transport by the Gulf
Stream (Bryden et al. 2005) appears to be dominating
the increasing frequency of El Niño, as in recent de-
cades the coherence between TC and SSTC is much
stronger in the decadal than in the 5-yr bands. If global
warming is responsible for the rise in SSTC and decreas-
ing Gulf Stream heat transport, then there is a direct
link between anthropogenic warming and increasing
hurricane risk. This risk is enhanced because the Gulf
Stream is effectively exporting less heat northward
from the cyclone main development area than in pre-
vious decades; this effect is dominating the ameliorat-
ing effects of a warming tropical Pacific in reducing
hurricane frequency. Thus, we show how the low-
dimensional dynamics of the earth’s climate system,
represented by the Gulf Stream modulation of the ther-
mohaline circulation, and the frequency of El Niño
both significantly affect hurricane frequency.
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